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IT ’ S
TI M E T O
CHILL
Bazaar discovers the
coolest new treatments to
hit the Arabian heat
By JULIA MAILE

A

part from the occasional blast of
overzealous air-conditioning or a skiing holiday to the French Alps,
living in this region means our bodies don’t experience the cold very
often. But that doesn’t mean we should overlook the many health
benefits a blast of cold air can bring. “Exposure to the cold has long been
used therapeutically as it aids in reducing inflammation, helps with
muscle recovery, and can be used to safely destroy unwanted cells, such
as fat cells or unwanted skin growths,” says Dr Hany Chidiac, antiageing specialist and andrologyst at Lebanon’s Clan Clinic.
The latest cold treatment to hit the Middle East is the region’s
first cryotherapy clinic, Cryo Health, in Dubai’s Jumierah Emirates
Towers. Originally developed in Japan in the ’70s, cryotherapy exposes the
body to extremely low temperatures to enhance blood flow and accelerate
delivery of oxygen around the body. The full body treatment involves
entering a chamber (clad in booties, mittens and undies) that’s cooled
to a frosty -140°C for two to three minutes as you’re blasted with liquid
nitrogen gas. For those not game enough to brave the chamber, there’s the
facial option, where a wand blowing cold air is waved over the face for
10 minutes. But be warned, it’s even colder at -170°C. To put it in
perspective, the lowest temperature recorded on earth, in Antarctica,

is −89.2°C. Positively balmy compared to cryo.
So why put yourself through it? Because those uncomfortable-yetmanageable few minutes in the chamber are a massive calorie burner,
using up to 800 calories (equivalent to an hour on the treadmill), while
the increased oxygen that results from the facial stimulates collagen
production, improving the appearance and condition of the skin.
“After a course of nine treatments, my skin has definitely improved,”
says Dubai resident Katherine Raso. “I’ve had numerous people
tell me I’m glowing. It got rid of redness and reduced my sun damage
and pores.”
The cold also works wonders as an anti-inflammatory, improving
conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis and dermatitis. “I
suffer from migraines regularly, and on three occasions I felt one coming
on a few hours before the treatment, but afterwards, it never fully
developed,” says Dubai-based HR manager and cryo-facial fan, Danielle
Brown. Younger, thinner, with less aches and pains? That’s definitely
worth embracing arctic conditions. ■
Whole Body Cryotherapy from Dhs400, facials from Dhs350; Cryo Health,
+971 4 351 8300

COOLSCULPTING
A non-evasive alternative to liposuction, it works
by using a vacuum-like technique to cool then
destroy fat cells in targeted areas such as the
belly, thighs and saddle bags. Between
Dhs3,000–6,000 depending on area treated,
Al Shunnar Plastic Surgery, +971 4 395 3033
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CRYO-THERAPY AGE
DEFYING FACIAL

ESTÉE LAUDER IDEALIST
COOLING EYE ILLUMINATOR

Ice cubes containing a frozen form of pure active
plant serum are applied to the eyes and face.
Instantly absorbed, the cold acts to tighten and
plump the skin. Dhs520 at Amara Spa, Park Hyatt
Dubai, +971 4 602 1234

With its permanently chilled ceramic tip – inspired
by technology used to keep the temperature low
in space shuttles – this anti-ageing eye cream
visibly reduces dark circles and banishes
pufﬁness. Dhs360 at Bloomingdale’s
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THREE MORE WAYS TO EMBRACE THE COLD

Eliminate unwanted fat and improve your skin’s appearance with these chilly treatments

